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A History of the Maratha People. By C. A. KINCAID, C.V.O., I.C.8., and
RAO BAHADUR D. B. PABASNIS. Vol. I : From the earliest times to
the death of Shivaji. (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1918.)

THE fact that Grant Duffs great History of the Marathas was published
more than ninety years ago is no doubt an adequate reason for the appear-
ance of a new work on the subject, and though it may perhaps be doubted
whether the present book will supersede its predecessor, or, if it does,
that it will hold the field for ninety years, it may readily be granted that
it contains enough of interest fully to justify its publication. As a matter
of fact the corrections that it claims to make in the narrative of Grant
Duff are singularly few, and even if most are accepted, the result is a great
testimony to the trustworthiness of the older historian. The book is
actually written by Mr. Kincaid. Mr. Parasnis' name appears on the
title-page because he placed at the author's disposal his ' unrivalled
collection of Maratha papers *—some detailed and critical account of
which, by the way, would have greatly added to the scientific value of
this history. As it is, we are obliged to take them entirely on trust. It
would be interesting to know what relation, if any, they bear to the papers
used by Grant Duff, which unfortunately disappeared or were dispersed.
The book before us greatly improves as it goes on. The real history of
the Maratha people begins with their founder and national king, and it
seems a pity that Mr. Kincaid did not start with the rise of the Bhosle
family. He has, however, thought it necessary to trace the previous
history of the peoples who dwelt in Maharashtra from the dawn of Indian
history. In the present state of our knowledge this early period is one
of the most barren and arid possible. It is for the most part a dreary tale
of blood and guile repeating its repellent features through the reigns of
remote dynasties, the very names of which have often only recently been
recovered by the laborious toil of many scholars. This work, no doubt,
has to be done and is being done, but it seems unnecessary to have sum-
marised it here, or at any rate the summary might have been shorter.

When, however, Mr. Kincaid reaches the time of Shivaji, his book gains
both in interest and value, and his own vivid interest in his subject does
much to win the sympathies of his readers, though no doubt he exaggerates
the virtues, and underrates the vices, of his hero. Shivaji was, after aD,
the leader of a race of marauders—a supremely able condottierc. To speak
of him a s ' the greatest of Indian kings' or as standing ' in the front rank
of the world's greatest generals', shows a lamentable lack of historical
proportion. He cannot really be put in the same rank as.Akbar, though
Mr. Kincaid deliberately sets the Maratha above the Mughal. Even
though it be granted that Shivaji's career' was singularly free from the
political crimes which mar the histories of most Indian states', it remains
true that the very existence of the Maratha confederacy meant' the con-
fusion of other states'. Their national life was built up on pillage and
blackmail. Behind the attractive picture painted by Mr. Kincaid there
lies a background of human misery and human tears from which he
prefers to avert his eyes. The testimony of European witnesses, like
Fryer, and the Letter Books of the East India Company show conclusively
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that Shivaji could on occasion be guilty of savage cruelty. The author's
elaborate defence of him from the charge of treachery in the famous
assassination of Afzul Khan does not carry conviction. Grant Duffs
view was supported even by Mr. Justice Ranade in his Rise of the Maraiha
Power, and agrees with the trustworthy memoir of Shivaji, printed by
Sir George Forrest in his Selections from the Bombay State Papers, Maraiha
Series. Mr. Kincaid's style has three special characteristics, a certain
rhetorical emphasis—' their warships darkened the seas ' is a very grandiose
description of Portuguese maritime activity in the sixteenth century—
a fondness for relating legends which do not always appear to compensate
by their intrinsic worth for the prominent position accorded them, and
a talent for digression which often disconcerts the reader by overloading
with irrelevant detail some fact that is entirely subordinate to the main
narrative. Some of the author's obiter dicta will arouse in more timid
minds a shock of dissent. It is a daring saying that Augustus's ' court
poet Vergil wrote twelve books of immortal verse to warn his fellow
countrymen against the dangerous beauties who haunted the Northern
shores of Africa ' ; and we note a still more surprising literary judgement
in relation to the same poem, that the Lusiad of Camoens is ' equal, if
not superior, to its model the Aeneid'. P. E. ROBERTS.

Le Coutumier de I'lle d'OUron. Par M. CHARLES BEMONT. Extrait du
Bulletin Philologique et Historique, 1917. (Paris: Imprimerie Natio-
nale, 1919.)

THIS law-book was first printed by Sir Travers Twiss as an appendix
to the edition of the Black Book of the Admiralty which that daring
editor produced in the Rolls Series. M. Bemont pronounces the text
there printed to be a satisfactory one, ' un travail des plus meritoires ', in
spite of the fact that the unique manuscript in the Bodleian (Douce 227)
is in places corrupt, and its words often fantastically divided or united. He
adds, indeed, the warning that the editor was not familiar with the dialect
in which the Coutumier was written, and that in places the translation
furnished is even more difficult than the original. And any one who
examines the Rolls Text will have no difficulty in agreeing on both these
points. There was certainly ample room for a new and improved text;
and there was still more certainly a need for the introduction in which
M. Bemont has discussed nearly every point that could occur to the reader.
The dialect in which the book is written is a variety of the ' langue d'oil',
which M. Bemont calls naturally ' saintongeaise '. To an English reader
this language with its touches of Provencal is not an easy one, and the
local words made use of do not make it easier. The assistance which
M. Bemont has given is doubtless enough for French scholars ; the English
scholar, who will certainly wish for more, has no right to complain.

M. Bemont has given a full account of the rather complicated history
of the Isle of Oleron. He has discussed more briefly the constitution of the
island, its organization, its economy, its inhabitants, its law, and the pro-
cedure of its court. For the maritime law of the island he has referred the
reader to the work of M. Pardessus, with the note that the relation between
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